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ORGANIZED SWISS COLLECTING APPROACHES 39th YEAR IN U .S .. By Harlan F . Stone

The American Helvetia Philatelic Society (A .P .S . Affiliate No. 52) traces its ancestry
back to 1938, when nine collectors founded the former Helvetia Society in the home of Gustave
von Gross in Philadelphia . The two other collectors who most helped him nurture the idea of
an organization for collectors of Switzerland were Jacques Kilcher of Atlantic City, N .J .,
and Henry Salisbury of Brooklyn, N .Y. The founders also included three members of the Buser
family, Edward " Pops " Buser, Sr ., Eddie Buser, Jr ., and his wife, Sophie, of Lyndhurst, N .J .,
whose activities contributed greatly to the society for years.

Perhaps the single most important factor in the sure, quick growth of Helvetia was the
appointment of Mr . von Gross as editor of the monthly Bulletin . For ten years, through 1947
he almost single-handedly wrote, edited and published this by himself . For the last six years
of that first decade, he also served as president, succeeding Mr . Kilcher, the first to hold
that office.

Consistent contributors to the Bulletin during the early years were Mr . Salisbury,
George W . Caldwell of Philadelphia, Dr . Max Kronstein of New York and Nick Augustin of Milwaukee
Mr . Caldwell, the most prolific, wrote on all aspects of Swiss philately for many other publi-
cations as well, until his death in 1967.

Early Helvetia members won top awards with their exhibits at BEPEX (Bergen County, N .J .),

ATEX ( Atlantic City), STAMPEX (Newark) and SEPAD (Philadelphia) exhibitions . For the Garfield-
Perry Stamp Club's 1948 exhibition in Cleveland, they compiled a 60-page non-competitive ex -
hibit including every Swiss stamp.

The most famous Helvetia display undoubtedly occurred in 1949 when the former National
Philatelic Museum in Philadelphia held an all-Swiss exhibit for a month . A total of 28 members
provided enough material to fill 2,544 pages in 159 frames of 16 pages . But just as exciting

perhaps was the 1947 CIPEX international show in New York, when a dozen members served on
different arrangement committees, and the Swiss government's exhibit mounted on a conveyor
belt delighted the crowds.

The success of these Swiss exhibits attracted enough new members for the society to
start forming branches : Northern New Jersey in 1946, Philadelphia in 1947, New York, Albany
(N.Y.) and Detroit in 1949, and Chicago in 1950.

Meanwhile, Jack Brupbacher of Cliffside Park, N .J ., became president in 1948 and, follow-
ing the precedent set by Mr . von Gross, inherited the position of editor as well . In 1951

Mrs . Buser succeeded him in both positions . A 13-part series of articles on all major early
Swiss issues, written especially for beginning collectors, was one of her noteworthy accom-
plishments . During her second year in office, the membership reached its high point of 162.

Henry Gieffers of Hackensack, N .J., became president-editor in 1953 . The last person to

hold these positions in the original society was Edith Faulstich of Yonkers, N .Y ., a pro-

fessional philatelic journalist whose writing talents helped reverse a shrinking membership.
But when she declined re-election to the presidency for 1957, the society lost its editor as
well, and with it the all-important link that the Bulletin provided in holding a national
society together.

In the aftermath, New York metropolitan area members maintained contact through annual
Christmas dinners held in northern New Jersey . Discussions of reorganization at these social
gatherings finally developed into the election of George Wettach of Fair Lawn, N .J ., as
president and resumption of regular philatelic activities in 1967.

Harlan Stone of Summit, N .J ., became president in 1968 and a year later took on the

position of editor as well . Activities initially centered around participation in the annual
BEPEX and NOJEX (Northern New Jersey) exhibitions and monthly meetings at Fair Lawn, N .J .
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In 1971 Steve Pomex of New York became president . By then the society had changed
its name to the Helvetia Philatelic Society of America to distinguish it from a similar
group in Great Britain . The mail auctions Mr . Pomex started as a regular feature in the
monthly publication helped increase membership to about 200 nation wide.

Frequent writers for the publication, which became known as the Helvetia Alphorn in
1973, were Mr . Pomex, Ronald Lowden of Narberth, PA ., and Mr. Stone, who continued as editor.

Also in 1973, Henry Gitner of Yorktown Heights, N .Y ., became auction manager . A year later,
Edward Hochuli of New York became president.

A second organization for Swiss collectors, called the Swiss American Stamp Society, was
founded late in 1969 by Herbert Du Russel of Bay Shore, N .Y . He wrote, edited and published
the Helvetia Herald as a means of building a national membership of about 200.

In 1970 SASS organized a New York chapter, and the next year a New England chapter in
the Boston area . Also in 1971, Helvetia's Northern New Jersey members became a SASS chapter
during merger discussions.

Jan Donker of Burlington, Mass ., became SASS president in 1972, and that same year Felix
Ganz of Chicago organized a sales circuit . As the foremost contributor to the Helvetia Herald,
Mr . Ganz also started a series of articles on modern Swiss postal markings, which recently
passed its 50th installment . Robert Clarke of Dallas became editor in late 1973.

Helvetia and SASS merged in 1975 to form the American Helvetia Society, known as AHPS
to its members . The membership was soon more than 450, making the new organization the
largest society for collectors of Swiss stamps, postal history and philatelic literature

outside Switzerland.

Mr. Donker, the last SASS president, headed AHPS . Mr. Clarke and Mr . Ganz from SASS

continued as editor and sales circuit director respectively, and Mr . Gitner from Helvetia

remained as auction manager . By combining the Helvetia and SASS programs, AHPS was immed -

iately able to provide a monthly publication renamed Tell, monthly mail auctions, a sales
circuit, a library and medals for Swiss exhibit awards.

Since the merger, AHPS has maintained two chapters, in the Northern New Jersey and
Boston areas . The New Jersey group is also A .P .S . Chapter No . 739 . In 1975 Gerald

Diamond of Upper Montclair, N.J ., became auction manager, Robert Zeigler of Urbana, Ill .,

took over the sales circuit, and AHPS became A .P .S . Affiliate No . 52.

During 1976 Mr . Stone authored an 80-slide program on Swiss postal history and stamps,

Mr . Ganz won a special Helvetia Writer ' s Award for his series on postal markings, Robert

Ross of Glen Rock, N .J. became editor of Tell . and Mario Wiedenmeier of Galveston, Tex .,

assumed the post of sales circuit director. Karl Sharp, Verona, PA, in 1975 and 1976, and

Donn Lueck, Phoenix, AZ ., in 1977, put together three excellent Swiss issues for Linns in

December of 1975, 1976 and 1977.

In 1977, Mr . Ganz was elected president for a two year term, together with the other

officers listed on page 50 . The society substantially revised its by-laws, and a donation
auction in late 1977 was instrumental in placing its finances on a sound footing.

AHPS faces 1978 with prospects of growth to more than 500 members, new programs and a
renewed commitment to Swiss philately .
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS

OF SWITZERLAND ANDLIECHTENSTEIN: Pt.65

By Felix Ganz

RAILWAY STATION DATE STRIKES ON

POSTAL MATTER ; PART V
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ON THE EDITOR ' S DESK

AHPS members did well at ROYPEX'77 held October 15-16 in New Westminister, B .C.
Canada . H . Pascoe Taylor won the reserve grand award, the Robert Wolf Memorial trophy,
and the Judge F .E . Howay award. Ken Barlow won a gold medal . (Kal Sharp.).

AHPS member Wayne Kramer recently won a vermeil at SESCAL and the Keith Misegades
award from the Perfin Club for the best foreign perfin exhibit . Over 40 frames of perfins

were shown.

A cute idea for number buffs : arrange for an envelope to be cancelled at Vessey,
Geneva (Zip code 1234) on 5/6/78 . (That ' s June in Switzerland's dating .) Only the " 9 " and

the "O " would be missing. And those could be provided with a 90C definitive, the correct
sea mail rate for letters! (F . Ganz) . (Any volunteers for an unusual AHPS project?)

Our Canadian members might be interested in a beautiful 50 page booklet on the

Canadian National Postal Museum . 50c from National Postal Museum, Confederation Heights

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A OBI.

AHPS member Alfred H. Muller, Kasthoferstrasse 46, 3006 Bern, Switzerland has
graciously consented to help members with questions concerning especially older Swiss
cancels (1843 - 1907) . Mr . Muller is a co-author of the gigantic Swiss cancellation hand-
book of Andres and Emmenegger, and he is also a specialist on Swiss RR cancels . An inter-
national reply coupon would be appreciated, and remember an array of newer U .S . stamps on
the envelope . (F . Ganz)

"Some aspects of the Postal History of the Ticino and Lake Maggiore " , by Gino
Negrini in Italian and German, contains many illustrations on ship and, primarily, air mail
subjects . SFr. 16.50, 90 pages, published by Circolo Filatelico-Bellinzona . (M . Rutherfoord).

The new 70c regular issue has an inscription in Hebrew . Can anyone read and
translate it? (M. Rutherfoord).

In case you don't receive the PTT ' s quarterly "Sales List " , you might consider
dressing up your collection with any of the following:

- set of cards showing 13th century official mail couriers (No . 701, 3 SFr .)
- set of cards showing classics from PTT Museum (No . 701, 3 SFr .)
- set of cards showing telecommunication equipment from PTT Museum (No .704, SFr .3)-
- set of 12 cards showing Swiss mail coaches (No . 705, SFr .3).

illustrated, looseleaf notebook of K cancels, 1942 - 1976, French and German only
(No. 711, SFr . 15 .).

PTT, Parkterasse 10, CH-3030 Berne.

The PTT has released a report on plastic mounts . Some mounts cause a reddish staining of
envelopes with an internal grey overprint (after three to four years) . This staining is
caused by a chemical reaction in "soft PVC . " They recommend the use of mounts made of
"hard PVC, " also called " solvent free" or "photo-proof . " The PTT also reports that soakin g
in lead free, pure gasoline will remove the stain without damaging gum . Covers and cancel
cut outs are then dried in air . (M. Rutherfoord, quoting SBZ, Sept . 1977).

The annual red plastic folder containing all stamps of the year costs SFr . 20-, above the
last six years average of SFr . 15 .30 . (M . Rutherfoord)

Zumstein is reprinting from BBZ a five part article on RR marks : " Die Schw . Bahn poststem -
pen mit Linienausgabe von Beginn bis heute . " SFr. 12 .50 plus postage from Zumstein.

L .M .C . Dutton concluded his long series on Swiss/UK WWII airmail in the November, 1977
issue of the " Helvetia News Letter . " Mrs . Rawnsly explored the lore of postmarks, describing
unusual Schleitheim, Neuchatel, Zurich and ring cancels .
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H.L. Katcher makes an interesting point about the " T " postage due marks on WHO agency

mail . "If the under-franked correspondence is of an official nature, then WHO stamps are

used . If the correspondence is addressed to an individual (i .e . of an unofficial character),

then an ordinary Federal stamp receives a " T " strike ."

The PTT is offering a Presentation Folder with the 11 new definitives, the 9 new folk-
lore issues, and a 40c St . Gotthard on the cover . In German, French, Italian or English.

10 SFr . (Stamps are arranged geographically with short notes on Swiss history, language,

culture, etc .)

" Philatelica " magazine (Hans Groth, publ .) warns its readers from doing business with a

firm that calls itself Helvetica-Philatelia-Classica and is located at Le Radzy 73, 1622 Les
Paccots, Switzerland . Should any AHPS member have had unpleasant or fraudulent dealings with

this outfit which is run by a 21 year old German (V .M.), then please report this to Judge G.
Aebi, Untersuchungsrichteramt III, Hodlerstrasse, 3011 Bern, Switzerland.

*

	

*
MORE ON MILCOPEX Large exhibitions of Swiss philatelic material have been infrequent

in the U .S ., despite the nearly continuous activity of AHPS and its predecessors since 1938.
MILCOPEX '78, with 10 Swiss entries by mid-January (and an 11th expected by the entry dead-

line) is one of the biggest.

On display at MILCOPEX is a wide variety of Swiss material, including Geneva postal
history covers, Rayon II platings, Strubel silk thread issues, the Cross &Numeral/Standing

Helvetia issues, 19th century postal stationary, Pro Juventute stamps, air mail stamps,
postage dues on covers, World War I soldier "stamps, " and revenues.

The only comparable range of material in a competitive exhibition, according to society
records, comprised 10 exhibits at BEPEX '76, a regional show in the Bergen County area of
Northern New Jersey, the site of an active AHPS chapter.

The record concentration, however, occurred in 1949, when the former National Philatelic

Museum in Philadelphia held an all-Swiss exhibit for a month . A total of 28 members of the
former Helvetia Society for Collectors of Switzerland provided all the material, enough to
fill 2,544 pages . That ' s 159 16-page frames.

The most famous Swiss display in the U .S . was probably the Swiss government ' s exhibit at

the 1947 CIPEX (Centennial International Philatelic Exhibition) in New York . It was mounted
on a conveyor belt that moved it past delighted crowds (including this writer, a fascinated

12-year old at the time) . (Harlan F . Stone)-
*

	

*

	

*

WISCONSIN :	 SWISS CENTENNIAL : The label on the front cover was issued by the Swiss

in New Glarus, Wisconsin in the fall of 1945 . For months this community and Swiss throughout

the United States, lobbied for a United States commemorative to honor the first Swiss
settlement in the U.S. at New Glarus 100 years before. Wisconsin Senator Wiley was an especially

aggressive advocate . The effort failed, however, and the Swiss community in New Glarus issued

its own " stamp . " (The colors are red, blue and grey and the inscription beneath the design

reads : "Celebration at New Glarus - after victory . "

This cancel was used at Laupen, Berne
on December 31 honoring its Achetringele
festival.

The definitive stamp design for the
festival appears on the right
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THE STANDING HELVETIA :	 AN INTERESTING LADY

The following article concerns general Swiss philately, however, a little bit specialized.
The specialization is needed merely to enhance the richness at hand -- the subject, "The
Standing Helvetia".

The name "Helvetia " was given by the Romans to a Celtic tribe who, under pressure from the

Germans, moved to the South and West (second century BC) from the present Wurttemberg area,
to occupy what is now Northwestern Switzerland, between the Jura Mountains, Lake Geneva,

the Rhine, and Eastward Rhaetia (Graubunden) . The dictionary defines as follows:
"Helvetian - of the Helvetii (plural), the tribe ; or Helvetia (terra) Helvetia ; terra -

homeland, soil, mother earth, female ." Therefore, we find Helvetia synonymous with a
lady.

The first time Helvetia appeared on stamps was with the issue of September 15, 1854

(seated Helvetia with silk threads, unperforated, Strubel) . However, the name Helvetia,
appearing on Swiss stamps as a universal expression of the country, started with the
issuance of the seated' Helvetia (perforated) on October 1, 1862.

The standing Helvetia was issued April 1, 1882 and remained in circulation until December

31, 1924 . The lower postage rates were covered with the so-called numerals, 2¢ through
15¢ ; the standing Helvetia covered the higher postage rate, 20¢ to Fr .3 . The printing

system used was different from that used for previous issues . Copper engraved (later
steel engraved) printing plates were used . Before 1900 only 200 stamps could be printed

in one pass through the hand press . Later, with the use of high speed printing presses,

400 could be printed at one time . This printing system permitted the use of a higher

amount of information per square millimeter . In other words, more sharply defined lines
could be printed per square area than ever before . However, using copper printing plates
would not permit the printing of the high number of stamps needed without dulling, or even
damaging, the plates.

Basically, there are seven different stamps : 20¢ 25¢, 30¢ 40¢, 50¢, 1Fr ., and 3Fr . How-

ever, there are two types of paper used and three different types of control marks . In

addition, the 25¢ stamp, which was originally green, was changed to blue, and later re-

engraved . There are two types of 40¢ stamps and two different colors of 50c and 1Fr.

stamps. Yes, there are different perforations--four in all (9½, 11½-11, 11-12 and 11-3/4).

Therefore, our seven stamps multiplied to an impressive 64 major groups (Stocker denotes
63 groups).

Regretfully, Scott only mentions 56 single stamps.

Zumstein's specialized catalog is the most accurate in regard to Swiss stamps, particularly
in regard to the "Standing Helvetia" . Zumstein's list is used (however, modified), and

Scott ' s numbers are given.

Question marks are added where Scott's catalog neglects to denote an existing stamp . It

is also important to note that Scott ' s 1976 catalog was used for comparison, so Scott 97

and Scott 97a are reversed in previous catalogs.

Items like Z 68A--S?, Z 72F--S?, are extremely rare, and rather valuable . Watch out--you

might even have one!

Items like Z 66C through Z 71C--S? have control mark I, wide form . S 95 is marked as issued

in 1892 . The price, however, is more like that of Z 68D . Therefore, you find a question

mark beside 68C .
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Dear Members,
Here's your chance to pick up those PAX issues that have become so elusive

these days. I am listing them individually so that you can acquire only the ones
you want without having to buy any unnecessary duplicates.

with the Swiss Franc going through the roof, it looks like we are all going
to have to pay more for our Swiss habit. Based upon past performance though, the
500 Franc may be considered cheap 6 months from now.

The closing date for this Auction #27 will be April . 15, 1978





This March, 1978 issue of TELL is being sent to all members by First Class

mail so that it will arrive prior to the first AHPS meeting which is to be

held in conjunction with MILCOPEX '78 (Milwaukee, Wisconsin) .

	

After reading

this issue you might just decide to go on up to MILCOPEX and take part in

the festivities!!

	

See details in this issue .
R . T. C .
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"Standing Helvetia"

Control marks, wide and narrow forms, were recently described by H . L . Katcher (Linn's
Stamp News, Monday, December 6, 1976) . The year of issue is a guideline for preselection
of cancelled stamps with the different control marks . For example, a cancellation dating
before 1894 cannot be a 69D, etc . Other points need clarification : only the 40c stamp was

issued with large and small numerals (40c Type I, Z 69A through E large numeral ; 40c Type II,

Z 76F, 89A, 89B, 97A and 97B small numeral).

"Helvetta", a plate defect of sorts, occurs frequently, not only in S 107 . Zumstein mentions
that this error occurred in the following stamps:

25c Type I blue 73D

	

50c Type I blue 70A, 70B, 70C, 70D

30c

	

68D, 68E, 88A

	

50c

	

green 74D, 90A, 90C, 98A

What is this leading to? An unforeseeable richness is hinted . Near the beginning of this
article, the printing method was mentioned as being new, and certainly was not used for re-
productions of stamps in such high numbers as needed, even in a small country like Switzer-
land during the turn of the century.

ZUMSTEIN VALUE AMOUNT PRINTED ZUMSTEIN VALUE AMOUNT PRINTED

66 20c 101,000,000 70 50c blue 365,000,000
67 25¢ green 258,000,000 71 1Fr . claret 32,500,000

68 30c 34,000,000 72 3Fr . 3,515,000

69 40c Type I 73,000,000

This is the first series, issued from 1892 to approximately 1900.

The plates wore thin, broke, needed repair, re-engraving, etc . Therefore, we find, like with

no other stamp printed before or after, a wealth of abnormalities (A) ; plate flaws, plate

cracks, broken plates (Pf) ; plate wear (Pa) ; and retouches (Re).

Zumstein's specialized catalog denotes, for 67A, seven different color variations, 20
abnormalities (A), 10 plate flaws (Pf), 4 signs of plate wear (Pa), and 31 retouches (Re).

A rarity like 94Aa, of which approximately 1,500 were printed, is one of the most valuable
stamps of this series. As comparison, 41,000 were printed of a highly valued item--The
Dove of Basel.

Hans H . Stocker denotes a higher number of variations . He is close to indicating that
each stamp is different . Important, however, is that many collectors and dealers stay
away from this complex and interesting field ; hopefully, this article will help to change
this . Only a lady's multitude of appearances can be so intriguing and deserves a collec-
tor's heart!

SOURCES : Siegmund Widner, Illustrierte Geschichte der Schweiz.
Zumstein Spezial Katalog, Schweiz Lichtenstein.
Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue, Vol . III, 1976
Hans H. Stocker, Stehende Helvetia

And many thanks for valuable help received from Dave Beaber, AHPS.

- (Mario Wiedenmeier, 12 Lyncrest, Galveston, TX . 77550)
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THE PRO JUVENTUTE ARMS STAMPS By E .J . Rawnsley - continued from the February issue.

The Thirteen Cantons dealt with so far, from 1291-1531, were known as the
'Thirteen Ancient Places', and together with a number of subject or adherent areas,
constituted the 'Old Confederation', although it was nut yet referred to as such. In
this form it throve, but without further auditions, for almost 300 years, until the end
of the 18th century . Following the French Revolution Napoleon and his armies swept
over Europe and tiny though she was, Switzerland aid not escape the notice of the
Conqueror, resulting in a period of French occupation and control from 1798-1803.
Under the vast administrative schemes set up many changes took place . Some areas were
annexed to France, others were combined, while new names and new cantons were instituted
during the period of the Helvetic Republic, perhaps best illustrated by means of the
following table:

The territories annexed by France, chiefly the Bishopric of Basel, the Swiss
Jura and areas around Geneva, form a separate subject outside the scope of this article.

The Helvetic Republic collapsed and a further unsettled period followed.
Eventually Napoleon was overthrown ana during the famous Peace Congress of Vienna in
1815 - the 'Dancing Congress' as it was called, because of the gaiety and the magnifi-
cent balls amidst which it was held - when much of the territory of Europe was divided
up, the original cantons received back their former status, while a number of areas
were placed under Swiss administration, soue merely as a result of politics, some by
secession from Italy and France. These new cantons made up the 22 which exist to-day.

Heraldry as an art had deteriorated greatly during the 18th century but,
fortunately the later Swiss arms, possibly because of their older traditions, avoided
the major pitfalls, although a few errors dia occur .
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S T .	 G A	 L L E N - (1803) - Arms : Vert, a fasces erect argent, banded of the first.

Tue canton was formed in 1803
from 8 loosely linked areas:

1. The TownofSt.Gallen, already allied to the Confederation.
2. The Fürstenland, an area subject to the rule of the Prince-

abbots and including part of the Toggenburg, also under
the suzerainty of the Abbey.

3. The District of Caster, subject to Glarus and Schwyz.
4. The Rheintal, a bailliewick under Appenzell.
5. Saxe, a bailliewick attached to Zurich.
6. The Commune of Sargans.
7. Verdenberg, attached to Glarus.
8 . Rapperswil, a free bailliewick under the joint suzerainty of Zurich, Bern and

Glarus.

These various districts were combined into one canton and for arms were given a
shield of green and thereon a bundle of 8 lictor's rods with the axe in the centre,
bound with a green ribbon, signifying the union of the 8 districts . It is interest-
ing to note that green was then the revolutionary colour, not red as now . On the
Pro Juventute stamp of 1929 the design of the border is made up of embroidery motifs,
the region being famous for its exquisite embroideries.

ST . GALLEN (CITY) .

	

The arms depict the black bear of the Abbey.
For services rendered to the Emperor Frederica

the Abbots were granted gold collars from which hung black bears
and this gold collar was added to the arms : Argent, a bear salient
sable, tongued gules and ducally gorged or . Symbols of learning
are shown on either side of the shield on the stamp of 1928.

G RA U B UN D E N - (1803) - Arms : Party per fesse, the chief
party per pale:

1. Party per pale sable and argent (The 'Grey League')
2. Quarterly or and azure a cross quarterly counterchanged

(Tile 'League of the Ten Districts)
3. Argent, a raised Ibex sable ('God's House League)

The most complex of all the Swiss arms and heraldically the most
interesting, with a long history . Graubunden (the Grey leagues)
arose from the merging of three federations formed in the 14th and
15th centuries for economic and military reasons following the

collapse of feudal lordships.

The oldest League was formed in 1367 by vassals of the Bishop of Chur and having
the Cathedral of Cour for their first meeting place they named it 'God's House League'
(Gotteshaus Bund - Casa Dei or Caddee) and adopted the aras of the Bishopric : Argent,
a raised Ibex sable .

	

The 16th century seal, which was used until about 1795, shows
the shield supported by the Virgin, a patroness of the Cathedral.

The Grey (or Grise) League was founded in 1395 ana soon became the dominant
partner, eventually giving its name to the whole area . The original coat-of-arms,
mentioned in a grant of Pope Julius II of 1512, is unusual : 'Cules, a cross quarterly
grey and argent' . This is said to have originated in the grey scarf worn by its
adherents . Grey, however, is not a colour for enamel, and in very old drawings it
is sometimes shown as 'Vaire, az . & arg .', since according to some authorities grey
is re presented by the heraldic fur 'vair' (squirrel) and indicated by bell-shaped
segments fitting one into the other in blue and white . Later the arms were changed
to 'Party, sable and argent', with as supporter, St . George in armour killing the
Dragon .
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In 1436 the last Count of Toggenburg died without heirs, resulting in the splitting
up of the Countship, part being allied to the Abbey of Glarus, as mentioned above, and
part becoming the 'League of the Ten Districts' (Zehrgerichten Bund) . Early seals and
banners showed a cross of variable hue, but were established in 1643 as : 'Quarterly
or and azure, a cross quarterly counterchanged' - supporter a Wild Man holding a pennant
of the arms and an uprooted tree . It has been said that the cross is taken from the
Roman symbol for X (Ten) ana should by rights be in the form of a saltire, not a cross.

After being in close alliance for some centuries the three Leagues joined the
Confederation as one canton in 1803 as 'Graubünden' or 'Grisons' . Then began the
difficulty of deciding on the coat-of-arms to be adopted, since each wished to retain
its own emblem. For a time a compromise was reached whereby the shield and supporter
of the Grey and Ten Districts Leagues were depicted side by side, with the shield of
the Senior League, God's House, in an oval, placed overall, the whole on a large shield
argent . This somewhat cumbersome arrangement became the subject of much criticism
and it is curious to note that the present representation must have crept into use
gradually, since it is shown on the Pro Juventute stamp of 1925 and yet it was not
until 1932, by a decree dated 8th November, that the Cantonal Government officially
adopted it. No supporters are used and on the Great Seal the name of the canton in
its three official languages surrounds the shield : 'Graubünden' (German), 'Grigioni'
(Italian) and 'Grischun' (Romansch).

The border of the stamp snows maple leaves, a reminder of the maple trees planted
at Truns to commemorate the union of the Leagues.

A A R G A U - (1803) - Arms : Per pale : sable, a fesse wavy argent
& azure, three stars per pale argent.

The Hapsburgs, who by the 12th century had already become Counts
in Upper Alsace, inherited extensive properties in Aargau, which thus
became a 'Dependency' of the Old Confederation . The major part of
the canton, which became the former Bernese Lower Aargau, is
represented by the first half of the shield, the fesse wavy signify-
ing the River Aare which waters the fertile country . The other half
represents the three districts added to the canton in 1803 : the
Freiamt, Baden and the Fricktal (detached from Austria).

On official documents and monuments the three stars are not always shown in the
same position. Sometimes they are shown as 2 :1 in two rows, but more often per pale,
usually with the centre star a little to the sinister, as shown in the stamp and in the

window at Bern . The border of the 1926 stamp shows the humble carrot, indicating the
rich agriculture of the area.

T H U RG A U - (1803) - Arms Per bend vert and argent, two lions
passant or.

This region was also a subject area of the early Confederation . The
arms of the original rulers, the Landgraves of Thurgau and Counts of
Kyburg - whose line became extinct and whose possessions passed to the
House of Hapsburg through marriage - were 'Argent, a bend gules between
two lions passant of the second' (already described as the aims of
Winterthur) . When the newly formed canton had to decide on arms the
original coat was altered to argent and vert - with the bend omitted -
again the use of green, the revolutionary colour, with the lions in

gold. Depicted thus one of the lions infringes the heraldic rule of not placing metal
on metal and for this reason the lions are more often shown 'proper', i .e. in their

natural colours.

The border of the 1926 stamp is composed of pears, since the region abounds in
orchards .

(To be continued in the April issue)
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THE QUESTION BOX

The field of pre-stamp covers or postal history has experienced a tremendous popularity

surge over the past 4-5 years . But this type of boom is not without its problems, particularly

pricing problems . The Winkler Handbook does give point values for early postal markings but

the relationship between points and dollars is nebulous at best . Minimum bids set by some
auction houses are ridiculously high but every so often a certain cover will sell for 100%
to 500% above minimum . The final decision belongs to you, the buyer. How badly do you want

that letter or marking? In an attempt to provide some guidance here are some results from
the 7/8 October, Roger Koerber auction:

1. Geneva straightline with frame showing due to wear, 1753, Winkler 56, 8 points, $85 .00.

2. Large 99/Geneva (French Occupation), Winkler 467a, 6 points, $35 .00.

3. Cursive Habkern, Winkler 806, 9 points, $35 .00.

4. Bern/19 Nov . 1833 circular mark, Winkler 521, 5 points, $38 .00.

5. Ragatz straightline, Winkler 3383, 7 points, $55 .00.

6. Regional Ob Simenthal, Winkler 4123a, 7 points, $45 .00.
7. Red Kulm straightline, Winkler 2188, 6 points, $50 .00.
8. Cursive Zofingue, Winkler 2377, 5 points, $30 .00.
9. Cursive Diemtigen and straightline Erlenbach on same let r, Winkler 727 and 754,

6 points, $26 .00.
10. Cursive Oberburg, Winkler 1028, 5 points, $19 .00.

All of these were listed as fine to very fine with no defects . If you compare points with

prices you begin to appreciate the problems mentioned above.

Send your questions on any area of Swiss philately to Chuck LaBlonde, 3815 S . Midsummer
Lane, Colorado Springs, CO . 80917 .
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